Lost Treasure of the Emerald Eye

Vocabulary
Chapters 25 - 27

Fill in the missing letters to create a word from the story. Then write the full word on the line. Be sure each word is spelled correctly.

1. _____ e r____ o u s
   clue: requiring much thought

2. g ____ a ____ ____ n g

3. ____ i s ____ s ____ e r
   clue: a terrible event

4. d ____ m ____ n d ____ d
   clue: asked urgently

5. c ____ ____ e ____ r a t ____
   clue: to acknowledge a happy day or event

6. ___ a s ____ e ___ g ____ r
   clue: a traveler on a bus, plane, car, train, or ship
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Lost Treasure of the Emerald Eye

Vocabulary
Chapters 25 - 27

Fill in the missing letters to create a word from the story. Then write the full word on the line. Be sure each word is spelled correctly.

1. s e r i o u s
   - clue: requiring much thought
   - word: serious

2. g l a r i n g
   - clue: stare angrily
   - word: glaring

3. d i s a s t e r
   - clue: a terrible event
   - word: disaster

4. d e m a n d e d
   - clue: asked urgently
   - word: demanded

5. c e l e b r a t e
   - clue: to acknowledge a happy day or event
   - word: celebrate

6. p a s s e n g e r
   - clue: a traveler on a bus, plane, car, train, or ship
   - word: passenger